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Abstract. The availability of digitized collections of historical data, such as
newspapers, increases every day. With that, so does the wish for historians to
explore these collections. Methods that are traditionally used to examine a collection do not scale up to today’s collection sizes. We propose a method that
combines text mining with exploratory search to provide historians with a means
of interactively selecting and inspecting relevant documents from very large collections. We assess our proposal with a case study on a prototype system.

1 Introduction
The availability of vast amounts of publicly accessible digital data motivates the development of techniques for large-scale data analysis and brings about methodological
changes in disciplines that are shifting from data-poor to data-intensive. So far, the humanities have profited only marginally from large-scale digital collections that possibly
span decades or even centuries. This may be a result of the distinct nature of data in the
humanities, which are often historically specific, geographically diverse, and culturally
ambiguous [6]. Hence, a qualitative analysis of documents is a first choice. In historical
research one closely studies a manually determined sample of the material [5, 9, 10].
These traditional historical research methods can be used for studying large-scale digital
libraries, but they impose substantial limitations. Adapting these research methods and
combining them with computationally-based methods—for document selection and the
analysis of the selected documents—may yield new research questions for historians.
In this paper we describe the intertwined development of a method to select documents and a system to access a digital archive spanning several centuries, designed to
provide an historian with valuable insight. Specifically, we consider the digital newspaper archive of the Koninklijke Bibliotheek (KB).1 Today, the archive comprises over
three million pages from hundreds of titles from 1618–1995, consisting of more than
36 million articles, about a third of its planned final size of 100 million articles.
The document selection method we propose is based on a combination of text mining and exploratory search methods. Text mining is an umbrella term for a wide range
of techniques for obtaining useful information from large textual data sources [2, 8].
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Exploratory search is a form of information retrieval where users do not precisely know
what they want beforehand, or where they can find it, but prefer to explore a collection
to uncover new associations between documents [7]. Here, users explore the collection,
and iteratively fine-tune their queries until they find what they are looking for. Typically, exploratory search interfaces have methods that quickly provide an overview of
large parts of collections and tools to quickly zoom into details [3]. Comparing selections from a collection was shown to benefit television history researchers [4]. Exposing
and presenting temporal information, in particular using timelines, are considered to be
open challenges in exploratory search systems [1]. Our combination of interactive exploratory search and text mining supports historians to set up systematic search trails:
the tooling helps them interpret and contrast the result sets returned. By exploring word
associations for a result set, inspecting the temporal distribution of documents, and by
comparing selections historians can make a more principled document selection.
In Section 2 we describe traditional sampling-based methods for document selection. In Section 3 we describe semantic document selection and Section 4 puts this into
practice. In Section 5 we discuss implications and conclude.

2 Traditional Historical Research Methodology: Manual Sampling
Corpora available for historical research are often too large to be examined entirely.
Researchers select subsets and closely examine only the selection. This leads to the
fundamental choice: what to select? In this section we describe the most common approach to do this in historical research: through sampling. We start with three examples.
Van Vree [9] studied Dutch public opinion regarding Germany in the period 1930–
1939. This was one of the first studies that explored the possibility to use media history
as a form of mentality history. Van Vree [9] assumed newspapers to be the most important mass media at that time and selected four newspapers that represented major
population groups (such as Catholics and Protestants). All issues of these newspapers
were browsed manually, yielding a selection almost 4000 articles expressing an opinion
on the subject. Neutral press, with a marketshare of about 45%, were not considered.
Witte [10] followed a similar approach to study the image of the nation in the Belgian
Revolution. Six newspapers from different cities and political signatures were manually
selected and browsed, yielding 350 articles that expressed an opinion, possibly omitting many more. Condit [5] studied public expositions on heredity and genetics; 650
articles were selected from a period of 95 years based on indexes provided by publishers. Considering the dynamic and often inaccurate nature of indexes, one can question
the representativeness of this sample. Moreover, only public expositions were studied,
implicit assumptions regarding heredity were not studied.
These studies provide important insights on public opinion, but there are important
practical and theoretical disadvantages to the methodological approach they employ.
One can argue that not all relevant articles were selected, yet checking this would mean
redoing the entire laborious selection process. Insight gained from inspecting the collection cannot be used to obtain a more representative sample. Even though the fields
of digital libraries and information retrieval have come a very long way, this arguably
subjective and rigid method of manual sampling is common practice—the selection of
documents from a collection spanning over four centuries calls for an alternative.
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3 Revisiting the Document Selection Process
Without dismissing the benefits of traditional document sampling methods, we advance
document selection by including all relevant documents in a qualitative analysis.
modifying research questions too expensive
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Fig. 1. Two implementations of the document selection process. We compare a manual sampling
method (top) with semantic document selection method (bottom).

We have modeled manual sampling in the top part of Fig. 1. Given a research topic, a
historian poses research questions that are then used to form a single sampling strategy.
This strategy determines which documents to include in the selection. The researcher
then develops an insight into the topic based on a qualitative analysis of the selection.
This is a one way process: exploring new research questions means redoing the entire
laborious process of sampling.
In semantic document selection (bottom part of Fig. 1) research questions are associated with queries against a collection. This takes away the limitation of having a single
sampling strategy. A query can consist of keywords, a specific time period, a particular
document source, or any combination. Each query yields a document selection, with
no laborious sampling needed. Through text mining and visualizations, new insights
can be gained from an initial selection. This can lead to an improved query and, therefore, a more representative document selection. This can be done by exploring word
associations and metadata and through a visualization of the number of documents over
time. This quantitative analysis leverages the knowledge of the historian. A clear benefit is that the historian can use the gained insight to investigate new research questions.
Moreover, comparing document selections using quantitative analysis helps to validate
these selections, making them less biased and more representative. With manual sampling validating the document selection is impractical or even impossible as replicating
the manual selection process is too time intensive.
To support the document selection process, we developed ShoShin, an exploratory
search interface that guides the user to interesting bits of information, leveraging the
fact that the users are experts on the topic of interest. Due to the scale of the collection
ShoShin does not store all articles locally, but collects articles on-demand and processes
these on-the-fly. Fig. 2 details the architecture of ShoShin. Fig. 3 shows both an abstract
overview and a screenshot of the interface. ShoShin provides the user not just with a
list of relevant documents, but also with visualizations that allow inspection of, and
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Fig. 3. Interface sketches of ShoShin. A user enters a query (top left), resulting in a list of relevant
documents, a term cloud and temporal distribution visualization (center left). Users can click on
bursts to see word associations of that burst (bottom left). The screenshot on the right is the actual
ShoShin user interface.

navigation through, the document selection. Next, we describe the visualizations of
word associations and temporal distribution of documents in more detail.
First, the word association visualization allows historians to glance over the content
of the document selection. This visualization is a term cloud based on the relative frequencies of the words occurring in documents within a selection. Clicking on words in
the cloud modifies the selection. The historian can thus inspect individual documents
that contain both the clicked word and the original query.
Second, the temporal distribution visualization allows historians to discover patterns
in documents’s publication dates. This visualization is a histogram of publication dates
that can be explored interactively; it provides more fine-grained data when zooming
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in on specific parts of the histogram. To enable quick recognition of atypical patterns,
bursts within the histogram—time periods where significantly more documents were
published compared to neighboring periods—are highlighted. Clicking on a burst yields
a visualization of word associations of that burst alone and a list of documents contained
within that burst. This allows the historian to get an in-depth understanding of what
each burst is about. Together, these interactions facilitate exploration of the document
selection in order to detect patterns, improving the representativeness of the selection.

4 A Worked Example
A full-blown assessment of the ShoShin demonstrator is work-in-progress. Below, we
report on one of several case studies with individual historians. Our subject, a senior historian, wants to analyze the public opinion on drugs, drug trafficking, and drug users,
as represented in newspapers, in the early twentieth century (1900–1940). He wants to
know whether the view on drugs is predominantly based on medical aspects (addictions, health benefits) or on social aspects (crime). How does our subject use ShoShin?
First, he needs to create a lexicon of terms related to drugs. The term narcotica is a
Dutch umbrella term for several narcotics. The actual terms describing narcotics may
have changed over time and not all may be known to the historian. For a high recall
of documents, a lexicon is required that captures all possible relevant terms. When a
researcher uses his domain knowledge to create a list of words, ShoShin supports the
researcher to find terms that are not readily available to him by showing a term cloud
based on all retrieved documents (see Fig. 4c for term clouds for drug related queries).
The historian can expand the original query with terms he recognizes as drugs.
To inspect the representativeness of the document selection, the historian looks at
the temporal distribution of documents. He sets the time period to 1900–1940 (see
Fig. 4a) and queries for several names of drugs and compares the resulting temporal
distributions. With his domain knowledge he marks key events, like the Opium Treaty
from Shanghai (1912), the introduction of Dutch Opium laws (1920) and the tightening
thereof (1928). He then concludes that before the Dutch Opium laws came into effect
the term chloroform was dominantly used; afterwards, the terms opium, heroı̈ne, and
cocaı̈ne are more prominent (see Fig. 4b).
To gain a better understanding of the aspects associated with drugs, the historian
looks at what terms were associated with the drugs over time, by examining the associated term cloud. He compares term clouds of several time periods at several scales in
time. These associated term clouds (Fig. 4c) show a shift from health issues (geneesmiddelen, vergiften, wetenschap, apotheken2) to crime related issues (politie, smokkelhandel, gearresteerd3 ). By inspecting the actual word counts, the historian can find quantitative evidence for an increased use of the terms associated with narcotica after the
Dutch Opium laws came into effect and that they are decreasingly associated with health
related terms while becoming increasingly associated with crime related terms.

2
3

English: medications, poison, science, pharmacies.
English: police, smuggling, arrest.
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(a) Limit time period

(b) Compare distributions for chloroform (left) and opium (right)

(c) Explore associations for the years 1902, 1920 and 1927 (from left to right)

Fig. 4. Case study of a historian

5 Conclusion
We have described semantic document selections as a methodology for historical research on large repositories; it addresses three problems of traditional manual sampling:
representativeness, reproducibility and rigidness. Word associations improve representativeness of the document selection as these associations are produced from the data,
not from prior knowledge. Comparing selections and inspection of specific timespans in
the data further support understanding the representativeness of a document selection.
The use of text mining and exploratory search allows document selections to be reproducible and remove the rigidness that stems from a single sampling strategy. Associations, longitudinal search and comparisons allow the researcher to return to document
selection with new insights, at any time. In small-scale trials, we found that semantic document selection fits well in historical research methodology as an alternative to
manual sampling, improving the representativeness and reproducibility of document
selection and, thereby, the validity of the conclusions drawn.
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